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Abstract:
This paper investigates gender disparity on severalfactors influencing the use ofkey scrv
providers in building development. 71w data upon which the paper draws were collected
questionnairesfrom a range ofrespondents, both male andfemale. and representing hath
those relatively uninformed about the building industry and those who are repeat clients I

architectural services. The results identify gender disparities over a range of factors, an"
indicate whether the disparities are substantial, minimal or negligible in influencing
involvement in the building development process and in the choice of service provider
Finally, recommendations are made fiJI' the development of future studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent surveys and studies by researchers in New South Wales have revealed - or, perhap
more accurately, confirmed - the existence of a range of gender disparities affecting client
involve-ment in personal building developments (Crawford, 1995). Such studies, however
did not offer cogent explanations as to why such disparities might occur.

What the studies did appear to indicate was that, in general, males tend to take a radical an
"'rapid response" approach to issues concerning planning and executing building
development, while their female counterparts are almost unfailingly moderate, calculating
and slow in their approach.

One unsubstantiated 'explanation' for the rapid response altitudes of males is based on the
entirely assumptive yet stereotypical assertion that males are better risk bearers and have
'thicker skins' to bear the consequences of bad or wrong decisions than females.
Men, it is claimed, rely much more on their intuition in decision-making on issues of build
development; if such intuitions prove wrong and they fail on one occasion, then they learn
from their past mistakes and take measures to avoid a re-occurrence in future.

I The authors wi sh to acknowledge the generosity or Mx Lynn Crawford et.al. ill providing the survey data used in
paper; and the Royal Australian Institute or Architects who provided the grant under which the orieina! sur vcy
conducted.
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Such trial-and-error learning patterns are, so conventional wisdom would have it, antithetical
to female behavior: women are finicky and (excessively) cautious in such matters because
they do not want to make any mistakes. They would prefer to seek detailed information about
their development proposals before they embark on them.

Yet the above notwithstanding. it is undeniable that, at the present time, men continue to p
a significantly greater part in the building industries than do women, both at a practice anti
commissioning level. Under the conditions currently obtaining within Australia, and in ter
of any survey of the building industries, it therefore follows that men would be more likel-
claim connection with and/or knowledge of the building industry, and would thus be in a
much advantaged position regarding the provision of a perspective of the building industrj
and the players within it.

If th~ earlier of the assertions outlined above appears both nonsensical and mildly offensive,
and If the supposedly stereotypical behavior of the females appears to an objective reader the
more 'coml~10n-sen~ical' of the two, it remains undeniable that, regardless of speculations
:,bout decision-making procedures, females are far less likely to be involved in the building
industry, either as practitioners or as commissioners of building works. In New South Wales,
and one presumes in Australia in general, it remains the case that building is a non-traditional
area lor females 111both an educational/training sense and in a practical working or
comnussronrng sense.

Within this inherently skewed scenario this paper seeks to identify gender disparities aero,
several factors influencing the usc of building designers, draftspersons and architects in
building development in New South Wales, and to illuminate and offer some explanations
to such disparities.

Within building and building-related courses in the TAFE and university sector in NSW the
number of female student.s in comparison to their male counterparts is not merely less but
dramatically so and, despite recent efforts by universities to promote participation by women
In a range 01 the so-called non-traditional areas of study and training, numbers remain
exceptionally low. This IS despite indications that women who do enroll in such discipline
areas have a tendency to out-perform their male peers.

SOURCE DATA AND ORIGINAL FIELD SURVEY METHODOLOGY

The data examined here and the results presented below arc based on a field study conduct,
in 1995 by Lynn Crawford, Michael Bates, Lici Inge and Felicity Xiernan under a grant fn
the Royal Australian Institute of Architects (NSW Chapter) for the general purpose of
determining public perceptions of the term 'architect' and its cognate terms.

Such a lack of participation by females at a lei tiary level has two immediate consequences -
or,. more accurately, perpetuates a chicken-and-egg cycle of distancing females from the
building industry. Firstly, the relative absence of female trainees means that the building
industry tends to be an almost exclusively male preserve in terms of employment. Secondly,
and as a corollar~ of the first, women as a group tend to have less knowledge of the building
industry than their male counterparts and arc thus less likely to be involved from an employer
or client perspective. An additional consequence is, of course, that societal expectations and
prejudices are continually reinforced - and, it should be said, often self-reinforced. Thus, for
example, the received view is that women are not expected to know anything about the
butl~lI1g or construction industries; men are. Women do (or should) rely on men to take the
lore, III the pl~nning, commissioning and executing of building developments; men should be
(or naturally are) competent to undertake such tasks.

A questionnaire was used to elicit the factors determining the relative use of the services 01
building designers, draftspersons or architects by building clients in New South Wales. In
order to obtain a representative sample of the different types of NSW building clients, the
questionn-aire was delivered to three distinct groups: those who regarded themselves as
relatively uninformed about the building industry; those who saw themselves as having
strong connections with the building industry; and those who were repeat clients of
architectural service providers. Respondents were required either to choose between certai
pre-defined response options or to supply a 'Yes' or 'No' answer to the questions provided
In situations where questions were left unanswered or responses were uninterpretable, they
were coded as 'U nsure ' .

If this effective distancing of women from the building professions were the only damage
resulting from sU~h stere.otypical preconceptions, then the situation would be sufficiently
deplorable; yet u IS possible to speculate that such attitudes on the part of both women and
men predispose clients of either gender to mistrust or to undervalue the contribution of
women who have chose~ to work within the building industries and related design areas, such
as arch.llec~ure and building design, and thus to adopt a 'men-only' or at best a 'men-in-
charge attitude to commissioning. 2

The paper which follows analyses the available data via nine specific issues, aimed at
comparing male and female responses. In so doing, and in relation to several of the issues,
has been necessary also to offer a critique of the original questionnaire.

ISSUE I - CONNECTIONS WITH THE BUILOING INOUSTRY

As a starting point, question I of the original survey asked simply l lavc you eveI' worked in
or had any connection with the building industry? The response options provided were:

• no connection with the building industry;
• worked in the building industry;
• has a relative in the building industry;
• knows someone in the building industry;
• studied subjects in the building industry;
• read about the building industry;
• built or altered some building infrastructure;
• an owner/builder.

~ ~hile not objectively measured, this overtly sexist attitude has been confirmed via numerous discussions with female
archllccl~re students .(,,11engage? in a minimum four-day week work pattern within small architectural practices) and some
fel~l~le .gl adllatc~ ~rchlteclS ::ho. 111general., report <I two-fold response from potential (and even extant) clients contacting
ardllle~!~ral of~u:.es .. In he,mg presented with a female voi~e in answer to a telephone inquiry, many female students report
thal,the res.po~se ,IS lmmedlatcl~ I? ask 10 speak 10 all architect> presumably on the assumption that female staff members
are .receptIonlsts or other administrative a~sistnnts. On informing the inquirers that they are (colloquially if not legall )
architects. o~ 10 some cR~es arc the ~ery stair l~emhers.ssigl1ed to that client's specific architectural project. response/1fe
commonly reported to be 10 ask for your tlOSS- this tune presumably on the assumption that it will be a man!
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Three important points should be noted here. Firstly, since the original survey was directed
to participants, rather than being randomly assigned, and since those participants were
deliberately selected as representing the three distinct groups outlined above - those who
regarded them-selves as relatively uninformed about the building industry; those who saw
themselves as having strong connections with the building industry; and those who were
repeat clients of architectural service providers - it follows that the number of responses
indicating knowledge of or some degree of involvement in the building industry should be
higher than in a similar survey of the population at large. While this might be appropriate
given the information sought in the remainder of the original questionnaire, it does present a
skewed sample as its starting point.

Nevertheless, what tentative information can be extracted form the survey data, partie:
in relation to issues of gender? Table I below shows a breakdown of data by response
and gender.

Secondly, and more significantly given the current analysis, such skewing of the sample
might have two significant effects. On the one hand, and if the above speculations about the
lack of connection between women and the building industry are well-founded, the direction
of the questionnaire, at least in part, to respondents that are likely to be more industry-
informed than a random sample of the population, will tend to over-represent and premiate
the views of men. On the other hand, the same argument might be used to suggest that, while
women will be numerically less represented as respondents, those women targeted will also
tend to be more industry-informed than a random sample of the female population, and thus
will tend to effectively overstate women's connections to the building industry. Accordingly.
using responses to this question to ascertain the extent of the connection between women and
the building industry is fraught with danger.

Response options "emate Mate
____ ._~ Respon~_Count --~~ccnt__ ~~~mnse Coul:~-1

1-0(-' -cl-m-n-ec-t-;-"-)I\-w-C,CC;th-t"'h-e'~b-uC;-lld-;:l-ng-:-tndustry27 ~ _ .._ ~14~ _~ _

. .":",;ked i;~ttiehuiJ.ditt.g industry ~_-~~ =:Jl=__ ~---~eJ-~+-- -H-------
~a relative i,,-_lh,0>uilding I\1duSl~~ R_~ J.ll.:~ ~~ _

knows someone in the building indugt:L 9 ~ --'1.~1::'.5'___.__ ~3~9~~~~ _
~d su~~s i;;the building il,,!,~'L- 7 R9 ~ I

read about the building industry R I---"J('-'.:)-,,-·\~~J--"-- R"----~ __ ~~_
l;';;;It-I~-r altered sOl\1ebuilding ;nf 'astructure I () 12.R ~+...::40~~~~~_j
~I\erlbuilder ~ __~ _--'- !.::-1. __ .1±. -------

Total- 78 L!~!!..-_t.lQ_O__

Table J. Connections with the building industry by response option and Kender

Thirdly, and highly significant in terms of the conclusions that can be drawn from the data
supplied, the original set of potential responses, while adequate as categories in their own
right, are often ambiguous in relation to each other. While the first response, 'no connection
with the building industry', is unproblematic insofar as it is mutually exclusive in relation to
the K/"{)uP0101/ other potential responses, the individual responses contained in this grouping
are not mutually exclusive.
While one might rightly argue that the categories do not need to be mutually exclusive, and
that respondents might quite properly indicate connections with the building industry under
two or more categories, as in, for example, 'worked in the building industry' and 'built or
altered some building infrastructure', both the instructions to respondents and some of the
categories themselves are sufficiently ambiguous to cloud the responses. An obvious
example is the potential confusion arising from the third and fourth response options: 'has a
relative in the building industry" and 'knows someone in the building industry'. While it
must follows that everyone who 'has a relative in the building industry' automatically 'knows
someone in the building industry', it is surely unreasonable to infer that all respondents who
indicated the former necessarily indicated the latter as well.

With some caution, at least three points may be made on the basis of this. Firstly. while
have speculated above that the distribution of the original questionnaire to, at least In p'
those with some potential connection with the building industry may have had a tcnden
skew the distribution list to a male audience, and thus to reinforce the vie,,: that males h
greater connection than females, we can nevertl~eless note that, in comparing respons~s
within, rather than across, gender groups, there tS a far greater reportage of no connectu
with the industry among females - 27 out of 78, or 34.6% of all responses - than males
only 21 out of 300, or 7.0% of all responses.

Secondly, and once again remembering that we cannot infer precise numbers of respond
from the data given, nor the number of multiple-category entnes III the returns, It tS cle.n
as a percentage of response counts, males are much more likely to have worked III the
building industry - 25.0% of ,III male responses as compared with 10.3'1'0 of allfemale .
responses. While this comparison remains somewhat suspect due to the potentially self-
skewing nature of the survey distribution, it is nevertheless ,,:~rthy of consideration. Th
especially so given the relative closeness of the counts pertaunng to having stud ted SOIll'
subjects relating to the building industry.

With 8.9% of all female responses indicating such study as compared to 13.7% for mal,"
given the vastly disparate figures for male versus female enrolment in tertiary building
courses. one might suggest, as noted earlier, that, far from skewing the results towards a
bias, the original surveys may actually have targeted a greater number of women. who we
associated with the building industry than might be 'normal'. Accordingly. the Iigurcs I,
women who have 'worked in the building industry' may actually be far greater than one
would expect to find in a randomized survey of the population at large. This remains,
however, speculative.

Indeed. one might argue that a kind of 'common sense' logic probably suggested to most
respondents that they should not select 'know someone' when they had already selected
'relative'. indicating the former only when it meant 'know someone [else who is not a
relative]'. An even more obvious example would be the presumed disinclination to indicate
'know someone' if one had already indicated 'worked in the building industry'. Regardless
of what inference the respondents made in relation to such issues, the fact remains that the
intentions of the respondents are not clear from the survey data, and that any enumeration or
quantification of responses by category remains problematic. This is not aided by the fact
that the total number of respondents cannot be determined from the total number of
responses.

Thirdly, one might note the approximate equality of responses in regard to having built 01

altered some building infrastructure (12.8% of responses for females, 13.3% for males).
especially when compared to the disparity between a single owner/builder for the female
sample compared to 24 for the male: (in relation to the latter response category we may
realistically infer that the number of responses corresponds to the actual number of
respondents ).
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ISSUE 2 - EXPERIENCE IN PLANNING AND EXECUTING BUILDING WORK
~-- ------- ~----~

Response options

• house alteration previously performed;
• commercial alteration previously performed;
• industrial alteration previously performed;
• institutional alteration previously performed;
• multi-unit residential alteration previously performed;

Female Male
·R~punse· CO~lt- Perce~- -R~p~·~~ Count

f-----~----_c_--_,__-----__I_,_;:_'__----·-I-·----- -,,--'------t
never considered building work _ 19 __ 2.!J'_--I_1:..:7c- .__
house alteration previously performed 24 27.3 64
commercial alteration previouslv performe~ __ . __3 . .1.:±_._ ~'!.. ~ .
industrial alteration Dreviouslv Derlonned 5 5.7 29
institutional alterationJ'reviousIYJ,~~"ned I 1.1 .-- -W----- __~
multi-unit residential ~Iheration pr~\'i~~!r.!:..: ~ ~~O B- ~_
house alteration p!"I'0sed ~____12.._ l~} __ jl _
commercial alteration proposed ~__ ._L .!:..I ~ _
industrial alteration proposed r-=------~--__~__ ._9_~ _
institutional alteration p~~~ -=_ _--=- ~.s.. _
multi-unit residential Droposed lsicl I 1.1 __ --'-"1'"" -+
no future proposed building work 10 11.4 7
Total 88 100 306

Question 2 of the original survey asked participants Have you ever had (or considered
having) lIny building work done, either a/ home or a/ work? Respondents were asked to
include any occasions when they had had plans drawn up or when they had consulted
someone about designing a building or about alterations regardless of whether or not the
work was actually undertaken. The response options may be presented in four groups:

• never considered building work;

• house alteration proposed;
• commercial alteration proposed;
• industrial alteration proposed
• institutional alteration proposed;
• multi-unit residential proposed [sic];

Table 2, Experience in planning and executing building work

• no future proposed building work.

Thus on thc response category 'never considcred building work' women outscored men
considerably - 21.6% of responses for women compared with only 5.5% for men, Simil
in thc final category 'no future building work proposed', 11.4% of female responses agn
compared to only 2.3% for men - only 7 responscs out of 306.
While the data as provided does not allow us to explain this, it is intcrcsting to speculate
only to conform to thc stereotype - that women are honestly inclined to report 'no future
building work' if they do not have a particular project in mind, whereas men are rarely
inclined to answer in the negative since they must always hold open the possibility that x-
future project will undoubtedly emerge!

As noted in the authors' previous papcr drawn from this data (Harfield & Oluwoye, 1999),
question 2 seems oddly constructed insofar as it appears to permit a distinction only ~etween
extant and potential future building work with regard to alterations. With the exceplion of
the category 'multi-unit residential proposed' - which given the context must be taken. as a
typing error for 'multi-unit residential alteration proposed' -there appc.ars no opportunity to
include a completely new building project, whether extant or proposed, i.e, not an alteralion to
an existing building.

Regardless of this, the data provided offers clear indications that men have more experiei
in, or at least more involvement in, the execution of building development than women.

This, however, is not critical provided that the inferred conclusions go no further than
asserting that what has been ascertained is the choice of building designers, draft~persons or
architects as the preferred providers of designs for alterations and additions. QUIte what the
response would be for new buildings cannot be inferred from the survey data.

This is highly significant when considering the response counts for the categories 'house
alteration previously performed' and 'house alteration proposed'. In both cases, while til
response COUI1/ for each was greater for men than women (as expected from the almost
fourfold difference in response numbers), the relative percentages tell a diffcrent story.
Reportages for 'house alteration previously performed' represented 27.3% of all female
responses, compared to 20.9% of male responses, while reportages for 'house alteration
proposed' represented 19.3% of all female responses, compared to 14.1 % of all male
responses,Given our current interest in gender this criticism can safely be ignored. One should note,

however, that the framing of thc question once again permits an initial category of exclusion
when compared to thc grouping of all other response options, i.e. either one had never
contem-plated building work or one had, in a variety of ways. In this question, however, and
unlike question I, the varieties of ways provided encourages multiple-category responses and
yet remain mutually exclusive categories. Again the total number of respondents cannot be
inferred from the response count. Table 2 below shows a breakdown of data by response
option and gcnder.

Once again taking into account the proportionally larger number of male responses (306
across all response categories as compared to 88 for female respondents), the data indicate
that women are much less likely than men to be involved in the planning and execution of
building development.

Such statistics. particularly the luucr, suggest that women arc intimately involved in buil.
developments when represented by house alterations. In all other categories of building I

- commercial, industrial, institutional and multi-unit residential - and whether extant or
proposed, percentage male rcsponses outscore percentage female responses. The central I

the house in relation to female involvement within building projects seems assured by till
above data, irrespective of thc somewhat cliched perspectives it supports. That women a
left to take control of the house, including its alteration and development, while men are
involved in other - and presumably 'external' - building developments is a dangerous
inference at best.
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ISSUE 3 - LEVELS OF CLIENT INFOHMATION Under the 'no' response it might be assumed that common sense would dictate that the
intended meaning was 'no, I did not ask anyone to plan, design or coordinate my buildin
work because I did not believe that any additional skill was required: rather, I took
responsibility for these tasks myself'. In this sense the participant has, self-evidently, 'a'
themselves'. However, if the intention was to find out about the degree of building or de
expertise on the part of the respondent, or why they had not asked others to supplement t

own expertise, or if they had undertaken building work under their own cognizance but i
full knowledge that they had no relevant design or building expertise at all, then the que'
should have been framed in this way. As it is, one has no idea whether an indication und
the category 'self' means extant expertise on the part of the respondent, or merely that th
did not see fit to consult others (regardless of their expertise or lack of it).

Question J or the original survey sought to determine the extent to which the client was
informed prior to commencing the design or planning of building work, asking How much
information did you have when you started planning? Response options were extremely
vague, offering 'needed a lot of information', 'had some information', 'had a lot of
information', 'had enough information' and 'dependent on project'. Quite how responses are
to be compared with no control referent for 'enough' or a 'lot' is unclear, but general trends
of how clients felt about their sufficiency or otherwise of information may be inferred.
Responses by option and gender are presented in Table J below.

,--::::---------- --------------~-~-----~ ---_. __ .~-_ .._._ .._~----- --_._---------
R esponse options . Fe~I"!.e ._~- __ :::-M_a_le__ ::- __ r-t-__ -----J
_-,-_:----;_-;:-:_-::- -r +:-::-Re!'ipollse COlillt Percent Response Count Percent

~;eededaJotofinformation 12 44.5 14 18,2
had some informution 5 t8.5 12 15.6

Secondly, it should be noted once again that all the response options under 'yes' allow
multiple-category responses - over a range of projects one might have consulted all of til
above.

had a lot of information 4 14.8 14 18.2
f-"'h"::::d:..:e::::l1",o.o:u£",II::.:,::::il1"'fo"'r"'rn.:::"::::t;::.011"- +-::::6__ 22.2 31 40.3
,j-,~\del1t 011 project'_. +-= +----,--. ~ 77
Total 27 100 77 100

Responses by option and gender are shown on Table 4 below.

Table 3, Levels of client information prior to commencement
The inferences that may be drawn from the above data are intriguing. Firstly, and given
now familiar stereotype that women have little connection with or experience of the buil.
industry, and even less expertise in it, and thus given the tacit assumption that they must
therefore be in need of the help of others who do - (probably men!) - it is well nigh COUI

intuitive that women appear far less likely than men to involve others in the process on tl
basis that they felt that no additional skills were required!

Figures here reinforce the stereotype of women as less industry-experienced or industry-
informed than men, with 44.5% of female responses indicating that they 'needed a Jot of
information' compared to only 18.2% of male responses. While figures for 'had some
information' and 'had a lot of information' were approximately equal across the genders, the
above trend was reinforced in the 'had enough information' category where men outscored
women by 40.3% to 22.2%.

-------- .-

Response options Female Male

ISSUE 4 - EXPERTISE INVOLVED IN 8lJILDING PROJECTS

Response Count Percent Response Count
110additional ski~ired ----.-- 7-~==':-.-11-1 -- --R--- ~
builder ----. -- ..------- ~---- ~-17-' 270.15

carpel1ler Itradesperson . 1------ - JJ,' -----~i7_::=-...:==
draft~ersol1 .---.---. ---- -7~ --- III 16
-h-;;;Wi~d~~~-'---------- :1--- -- ---- 4.8 t9
.e~ -~ ------ -2------ - 32'- -28-~-------
architect ------ ~ -- 21---~ -. 33'3-'- 5i--~----

depel1~eJ!!..'~~ ._.____ __ _ __ -2-----
other 4 6..1 13·-·-------
self ---'~==_--j-.6-_ IS-----=- _ -=r
Tolal ~ '§.3_~ . _10_0_ _ 21.Q. __ . __ =r

Question 4_1 of the original survey sought information on the expertise that would be
considered necessary in building developments. Respondents were asked If you were
planning some building work, or if you have had building work done before, would you or did
you ask someone to plan, design or coordinate part or all of YOUI' building work?
Respondents could answer' No', indicating that no additional skill was required (of which
more below) or 'Yes', whereupon a range of nine response options were provided, as follows:

• builder;
• carpenter / tradesperson;
• draftsperson;
• building designer;
• engineer;
• architect;
• dependent on project;
• other; or
• self

Table 4. Expertise involved in building projects

Quite why this is so is not ascertainable from the data, hut there is a clear distinction bell
the 3.8'10 of male responses which indicated 'no additional skill required' and the 11.1 '1<
female responses.

Two points should be made about the framing of this question. Firstly, it is unclear why the
category 'self' was included in the response options for those who had indicated 'yes' since
this could certainly appear to have been covered by the 'no' response.

While the data might be surprising, little can he made of this. Apart from speculating th:
men, supposedly being more familiar with the building industry, take it for granted that I

will need additional expertise in order to undertake their project, and thus are unlikely to
select the first response option, two suggestions may be made in regard to the women's'
responses.
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If the first possibility, that the results may be taken at face value as an indication that a higher
percentage of women in general feel that they do not need additional help with their projects.
seems unlikely, then it may be explained by the suggestion, outlined earlier, that the directing
of the questionnaire to targeted respondents might have had the effect of including a larger
percentage of women with experience in the building industry than might be expected in the
population at large, hence skewing the data regarding the need for additional skills. This,
remains. of course, speculative - and it is contradicted by the responses to the last category.
'consult self', where a single woman responded positively in comparison to 15 men. The
ambiguity caused by the inclusion of this category has been outlined above.

~-~~-----~-------------------~~~.---------- Male--------
Response options ~ __m_a_le'~-=-_~~o=c-_~_-1I-:.~~--;o-~ __

Response Count Percent Response Count
personalrecornmendatiou 29 33.7 57 --

f-'w"',"',,"'d"'o·;:-r''''noc.cu-'-:thcc=-==''-''''''------------- 18 20.9 34
_"dvez:ti~L.... ~_~~ -_-__-_-_-.-_-_-J_-__'-C13'-__~ __-_-_- ..-__~~+ '1::'5"'.'-I~-J_ -'..2:-:3:-_~-_-----

\-=plro':'re"'s"'-si"'()-"n,"'·II-'-r':'e~"'e:..:rr:",I'---~~~---- _~ __ f-~-----~' 9 ..1 29
f-"11(::.).:.:h.:.:elL...::pc.:.:o::.:ns::.:;d.:.:e::.:rc.:.:·d::-~~~~~~__ ~_+__::9-~--~----!Q,5:__~+:-:2:--~~_
f--:::0C'th.:.:er,-:--~~~~~~~ __ ._____ 9 10.5_~-',--7,-- __ ~_
~ __..~ __ ~~~~~~~~ ~_____ IlJ.lI....~_ t~ __

Table 5. Obtaining information relevant to hiring
In regard to the other response categories it may be noted that while builders were commonly
consulted by both sets of respondents, percentage female responses significantly
outnumbered male 27.0% to 16.7%. Females were. however. appeared much less likely to
consult carpenters or tradespersons, 1.6% of responses for females as compared to 8.1 % for
males.

As will be noted, there are no significant differences between male and female response,
the first three response categories. with both groups eliciting information on building
designers and other service providers on the basis of, in descending order of popularity,
personal recommend-ation, word of mouth and advertising. A major disparity is, howev
noticeable in relation to professional referrals, where male responses outscore female by
17.9% to 9.3%. possibly an indication that greater familiarity and connection with the
building industry make professional contacts statistically more likely for men than wonu

A greater familiarity with the building industry, or a greater number of people known within
the building industry. might allow men to more easily contact individual tradespersons as
well as (or instead 00 general builders.

In terms of the four response options that might most firmly be connected to the design of the
proposed building - draftspersons, building designers, architects and engineers - the
responses by gender are mixed. Quite clearly the architect was the most consulted by both'
groups, securing 28.6% of all responses, with female responses slightly outscoring male by
33.3%t027.1%.

Once again it is in the response category 'no help considered' that the most surprising
disparity is evidenced, with women being less likely to consider external help by a factor
almost nine - 10.5% for women as compared to only 1.2% for the men surveyed.
Counter intuitive in the extreme, this again suggests a skewed survey sample in favor of
women experienced in the building industry.

For females this was followed by the draftsperson, with 11./ % of all responses. then building
designer (4.8%) and engineer (3.2%). This sequence was precisely reversed for male
responses, with 13.3% indicating engineers. followed by 9.1 % for building designers and
7.6% for drafts-persons. Note not only the reversal of preferences, but that males
consistently outscored females in each of the categories.

ISSUE 6 - SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS

Of some interest. and quite surprising. is the fact that almost no-one considered that the
nature of the design and planning consultation might be dependent on the project itself!

Question 4.3 of the original survey sought information on how the particular service
providers were selected. asking On what basis would you or did yOli choose a person or
to plan, design or coordinate building work? This question did not distinguish between
of the possible service providers, offering only response options based on the reasons 1'01

selecting, as follows:
• good reputation;
• already knew them;
• cost;
• quality of previous work;
• qualifications;
• experience; or
• other.

ISSUE 5 - INFORMATION RELEVANT TO HIRING

Question 4.2 of the original survey asked simply How would you or did you get information
about 11'/10 to hire? Six response options were offered:

• personal recommendation
• word of mouth
• advertising
• professional referral
* no help considered
• other.

Responses by gender are indicated on Table 6 below.

Response counts are outlined in Table 5 below.

With the minor exception of a trend towards greater priority being placed on the recognii
of qualifications on the part of men than women (14.6% as compared to 8.8%) and a gre:
recognition of good reputation on the part of women (26.3% as compared to 20.1 %) ther
appear to be no significant differences between men anel women on what would be the b
of their choice of service providers to plan. design or coordinate building works.
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The top two categories - good reputation, and quality of previous work - arc consistent
across both groups, while the third- and fourth-placed categories vary between them, women
selecting on the basis of prior knowledge of the service provider (3'~) and cost (4'"), men on
thc basis of the service provider's experience (3"1) and qualifications (4'").

Re.p;-)-n.-.e-(-)p-ti-o~-;-------·- --'--:F=-e-m-.·cle--- ------ -~ '"M-.-Ie-·-- --. ~.

Response Count Percent Response Count P.
I---c----------------- ---c9c-'-------t--cI:~9c.cc1- 21 21

--.~.--.~ ----- -jg----------g().ij-- .---8j-- T,
,-----------------

Response option. . Fen•.•!.':.... ._~.-- ._M_._le ~---_I
Response Count Percent Response Count Percent

l<"')~)lItati,;-I1-----------+3:;;(;-) .-- 26.3 63. 20.1

;H~;\(Iy_k~~t~,,:_~._~~~-=_- :~-~~--==~=~:---JI==~~=J~:;--=
'l""lily_()iE.':."V~)~'.w~~ .. __ .. _~ . 17.5 57 18.2

_'l.U<Iii~~tioll'__ _1_0_ 8.8 46 14.6
~Li£!.l.c-"-____________ __ ...!i>....__ ~--~L----- 15.0
other 3 2.7 13 4.1
Total ---.- ..-------- 114----100-- .l!.!.____ 100

I
c..:.="- ""_:.::_'-Cc=__=.:_.:c_c=_-_-_-_-_-~-_::::::~_-.J.f---_"4,-7,:::-::::::=_=.=_--_-.+-!..-o_-~_--+-.-l0=-4c--._-.-=.-_-=- __ .J I

Table 8. Importance ofqualifications

Indications here are two-fold: first, that formal qualifications are of crucial importance ill
selection of service providers; and second, that such decisions are not gender-based, both
groups indicating approximately 80% in favour of the importance of qualifications.

Table 6, Basis/or clients' choice of service providers ISSUE 9 - PERCEPTION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SERVICE PROVIDEH

ISSUE 7 - QlIALlFICATIONS

Respondenls were also questioned about perceived differences between specified service
providers. The question was framed in two distinct ways, the first couched in terms of
perceived differences between different services, the second in terms of named provider:
Thus question 7 asked Do you think there is any difference between huilding design .I'CIT,

drafting services, architectural services, or architects' services? , with respondents bein,
asked to indicate if they believed there was 'no difference', a 'clear difference' or if they
were 'unsure'. Results for this question are indicated in Table') below.

Questions 4.4 and 5 of the original survey both sought information on the qualifications of
the prospective service providers, question 4.4 establishing the client's knowledge of formal
qualifications (If you have previously asked someone to plan, design or coordinate building
work, did you know whether or not they hadformal qualificationsi"; and question 5
establishing the importance of such qualifications (Ifyou wanted someone to plan, design or
coordinate building work. would it mailer to you whether or not they hadformal
qualificationsrv. In the former a simple 'Yes I No' response was required; in the latter three
response options were offered. Results for question 4.4 are tabulated below.

r::R-e-.p-o-n-s-e-o-p""'i,-o-II-'------------r-F'''"e-m-."'''-e------- ---,-=-M=--.-:c1e------

No
Yes
1'0,.1

Female M.le_._-------- --_.-
Response Count PercentRespons: Count_. Percent----- --

10 30.3 18 21.2
23 69.7 67 78.8
JJ 100 85 100

No dirrere~ . . .
Clear difforello."- . . _
Unsure

r-T::o:
o
--:,--:.,,-------· ----------

L..:.='--__ . _
--- ---_._-----

Response optinns

Table 9. Perception ofdifferences between services

Given the approximate parity of responses indicating 'no difference', the above results II

suggest that men are more familiar with the services provided, and thus readily recogniz.
their differences. This would be consistent with the 20.8% 'unsure' response rate for
women, compared to only 4.7% for mcn. Given that respondents are not asked to idcntit
enumerate the differences, a somewhat cynical alternative might be that. while the 20.W;,
'unsure' response represents a genuine uncertainty on the part of the female respondents
overwhelming 81.0% response in favour of 'clear differences' on the part of male
respondents represents an expectation that they should know the differences, hence
conforming to a cultural stereotype. This remains, of course, entirely speculative.

Table 7. Clients 'foreknowledge of sen' ice providers 'formal qualifications

Despite differences between male and fcmale responses that indicate that men are more likely
to know if their proposed service providers have formal qualifications, the differences are
essentially marginal. Both groups appear to have a good knowledge of thc qualifications of
their service providers, both rating at approximately 70% or above.

What is not indicated above, and what is of far more significance, however, is the extent to
which formal qualifications are regarded as important by each group. It is all very well
knowing that potential service providers are or are not formally qualified, but quite another
matter if such qualifications are not regarded as important in the selection of the service
provider. This is the subject of question 5, the results of which are shown in Table 8 below.

The parallel question to the above asked about differences between named providers, wi:
question 8 asking Do you think there is any difference between building designer,
draftsperson. planner or architect? Responses are outlined below.
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Response options Female __ ~ _

Response Count Percent Response Count Percent
N~)iliffere;;Ce-----------------~--- --9------ ~2:-:':.:..4:-:-:'-c~-j~1:'c4?'-------t-';-:3:-c.6;----j

-Clear difference ~ ~6;:.:;;7--~8.:;:_8-----_+-'-8.:;:_5._;;4---
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Male On the basis of the data available for analysis it is possible to conclude that (at least in N
women are considerably less l.kely than men (tentative figures suggest a 1:5 ratio) to ha\
any connection with the building industry; as a corollary, men are up to 2.5 times more Ii
to have worked in the building industry than women [issue I];

Table 10. Perceived difference between service providers

[5] regardless of connections with the building industry, males and females are equal
likely to have built or to have had alterations done to some building infrastructure wi~h II

they were associated. However. the data clearly indicate that women are much less likel
than men (a ratio of approximately 1:4 is indicated) to be involved in the planning wid
execution of building developments. This obviously reinforces the stereotypical view th.
that men thus have more experience in, and thus a greater knowledge of, thc execution o:
building development than women [issue I];

It should be noted here that, since the questions 7 and 8 are presumed to be related, it must be
assumed that the named providers are intended to correspond to or represent each of the
services identified in thc question 7.

This being the case, it appears that the term 'planner', which might normally be reserved for
something quite different, is intended to correspond to 'architectural services' above. While
it is of little significance in regard to question 8 itself, it is nevertheless a source of potential
ambiguity.

[6] regardless of the above, when alterations and/or additions are identified as house.'
women are marginally more likely than men to indicate that they have previously had
alterations performed and more likely to report that they have future house alterations
planned. Contrariwise, in all other categories of building type - commercial, industrial,
institutional and multi-unit residential - and whether extant or proposed, percentage mal.
responses outscore percentage female responses [issue 2];The above notwithstanding, results for question 8 closely parallel results for question 7, as

would be expected. Thus, the relative percentages indicating 'no difference' are of the same
order as in the earlier question, again with percentage female responses greater than male.
Also consistent is the response pattern for 'clear difference', with percentage females
responses lower than male, 66.7% to 85.4% (and as compared to a 60.4% / 81.0% split in the
previous question). A case for greater familiarity with the named service providers on the
part of men can be inferred in both cases.

[7] female respondents are much more likely than their male counterparts (by a facto
approximately 2.5: I) to indicate that, prior to planning any particular building project, th
were in need of 'a lot of information'. As a corollary of this, men were more likely than
women (approximately 2: I) to report that they 'had enough information' [issue 3];

CONCLUSIONS

[8] similarly, and in relation to their own extant skill levels, men are also more likel y
a factor of approximately 3: I) to report that they required 'no additional skill' prior to
planning building work [issue 4];

Within the levels of uncertainty that both the framing of certain questions and the selection of
the target sample population bring to thc data, it seems reasonable to conclude the following
as being the most well-confirmed inferences:

[9] regardless of gender, and to approximately the samc extent, the architect is the m
likely of the nominated service providers to be consulted for the design of the proposed
building [issue 4J;

r I J assumptions and stereotypical views concerning the knowledge of women about the
building industry and their engagement within the building industry remain at a high level
despite laudable moves within the educational sector to encourage women to consider study
in 'non-traditional' areas [Intro.] ';

[10] also regardless of gender, clients are likely to get information about service provi
by (in descending order of popularity) personal recommendation, word of mouth and
advertising. Men are, however, approximately twice as likely than women to garner
information about service providers by professional referral, presumably reflecting the
greater involvement with the building industry which engenders such referral [issue 5]1;

[2J the above prejudices are often based on the naturalizing of the male relation to and
knowledge of matters pertaining to building, construction and devilment [Intro.]:

[3J these stereotypes remain both ill-conceived and ultimately offensive [Intro.];

III] counter-intuitively, women in the survey were almost 9 times more likely than m
indicate that they no help was considered in obtaining information relevant to hiring sen
providers [issue 5];

[4] nevertheless, the perception of male prominence is an accurate reflection of the
current state of both the building industry and the involvement of men in building
development.

[12] gender does not appear to be a significant factor in the selection criteria for hirin;
service providers to plan. design or coordinate building works, the two top-ranked categ.
- good reputation and quality of previous work - being consistent for both groups [issue

:3 For each of the conclusions provided. the section or the paper pertuhuog to the originaldata analysis is indicated in square
brackets

[131 gender differences play only a marginal role in either knowledge of qualification·
the importance placed on qualifications I issues 7 & RI·
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Data does, however, suggest that formal qualifications are of crucial importance in the
selection of service providers, with both groups indicating approximately 80% in favour of
the importance of qualifications [issue 8];
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While the above suggestions are far from reliable, drawn as they are from a single survey,
and one in which the questions were not developed with the specific intention of studying
gender issues, the combination of them might point to at least four significant
recommendations:

Recommendation 1 - that the university and TAFE sector both continue and expand the
range of initiatives aimed at encouraging the involvement of women in the so-called 'non-
traditional' area of building studies;

Recommendation 2 - that an extensive survey be conducted within the Australian tertiary
sector to ascertain the level of involvement of women in the variety of building and building-
related courses, and, in conjunction with this, the performance and retention levels relative to
their male counterparts; .

Reeommendation 3 - that, in regard to ascertaining the public's perception of the role and
contribution of women within the building industry, and in light of the criticisms directed at
the original questionnaire, particularly in regard to the targeted groups to which the survey
was directed, a follow-up survey be conducted aimed at a target audience selected at random
from the population at large. Careful determination of questions would allow within this
sample the selection of that subset comprising those who have previous experience within the
building industry;

Recommendation 4 - additionally, a parallel survey aimed directly at the building industry,
via membership of its various industry bodies, would be of great interest. Self-evidently,
careful and precise question formulation is a precondition of a good survey instrument, and
essential to the extraction of meaningful conclusions.
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